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Get the Facts:

Campaign
ZERO
Harmful
No Proposal
Proposed
Solution(s)

Donald Trum p
Hasn’t Released Agenda

Sec. Hillary Clinton
Link to Policy Agenda

Triple immigration (ICE)
officers to detain and deport
undocumented immigrants

Allow state marijuana
legalization under certain
conditions, end racial
profiling by police, and
create alternative responses
to people with mental health
and addiction issues

Expand Stop and Frisk
nationwide and put more
police in black communities

Gov. Gary Johnson
Link to Policy Agenda

End failed War on Drugs
and legalize marijuana
Create Federal task force to
reduce or end victimless
quality of life laws

Jill Stein
Link to Policy Agenda

Legalize marijuana/hemp
Treat substance abuse as a
health problem, not a
criminal offense

Use Department of Justice
Eliminate department
to refocus state and local
quotas for tickets or arrests
policing on public safety, not
revenue generation
Eliminate excessive fines on
low-income civilians and
end civil asset forfeiture
“We have to give strength
and power back to the
police”

Create national use of force
guidelines with force being
proportional and last resort

Establish clearer federal
rules of engagement to
protect the public

Replace shoot-to-kill as the
only response tactic

“Update” federal training for
state and local police to
include the newest research
on identifying and
correcting for systemic and
personal bias

End training from IDF on
occupation-style policing
and train officers in:
-De-escalation
-Crisis intervention
-Implicit bias and privilege
-Restorative justice

Collect and report data on:
-police shootings
-in-custody deaths
Support “transformational
reform” and training in:
-De-escalation
-Crisis intervention
-Implicit bias
-Use of force
-Alternatives to incarceration

Screen transferring officers
for excessive force
complaints

Remove restrictions on
transferring MRAPS, tear
gas, and riot gear to police
departments. Restore the
transfer of grenade
launchers, tanks, military
aircraft, and bayonets

Limit the transfer of military
equipment to local law
enforcement, end the oneyear use requirement, and
require transparency by
agencies that purchase this
equipment

End bundled procurement
of law enforcement and
military contracts, limit the
transfer of military
equipment, and commit to
more active retraining of
veterans for civil security
work

End transfer of military
equipment to local law
enforcement, incentivize
return of existing weapons,
and end use of SWAT teams
and no-knock raids for
drugs and serving papers

Provide federal funding for
police body cameras

Provide federal matching
funds to make body
cameras available to every
police officer

Establish federal standards
to protect the rights of both
police and citizens with
body cameras and ensure
that it is never a crime for
citizens to film the police

End prosecution of and
retaliation against citizens
filming police

Strengthen DOJ pattern or
practice investigations of
police departments by:
-increasing resources
-securing subpoena power
-improving data collection

“Federal prosecutors must
be independently
empowered with a clear
mandate to pursue civil
rights cases against police
forces”

Require independent
investigations and
prosecutions of police
killings and brutality

Cut federal funding from
departments with high rates
of camera shutoff/disrepair

Institute elected community
oversight boards with
subpoena and “indictment
powers”

Establish best practices for
police union contracts that
are focused on both
protecting police from
unfair prosecution and
holding them accountable
for their actions

Keep officers’ disciplinary
history accessible to police
departments and the public,
end delays in interrogations
and paid leave or desk-duty
for officers involved in
shootings

